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Abstract
A simple model for elastic diffractive hadron scattering, reproducing the dip-bump struc-
ture is used to analyze pp and p¯p scattering. The main emphasis is on the delicate and
non-trivial dynamics in the dip-bump region, near t = −1 GeV2. The simplicity of the
model and the expected smallness of the absorption corrections enables one the control of
various contributions to the scattering amplitude, in particular the interplay between the C-
even and C-odd components of the amplitude, as well as their relative contribution, changing
with s and t. The role of the non-linearity of the Regge trajectories is scrutinized. The ratio
of the real to imaginary parts of the forward amplitude, the ratio of elastic to total cross
sections and the inelastic cross section are calculated. Predictions for the LHC energy region,
where most of the exiting models will be either confirmed or ruled out, are presented.
1 Introduction
The experimental data on proton-proton elastic and inelastic scattering emmerging from the mea-
surements at the LHC, call for an efficient model to fit the data and identify their diffractive
(Pomeron) component [1]. To this end, there is a need for a reasonably simple and feasible model
of the scattering amplitude, yet satisfying the basic theoretical requirements such as analyticity,
crossing and unitarity. In our opinion, the expected (dip-bump) structure in the differential cross
section is most critical in discriminating models of high-energy diffraction, although other observ-
ables, such as the rate of the increase of the total cross sections, the ratio of the elastic to total
cross section, detail concerning the shape of the elastic cross section, such as its “break” at small
|t| and flattening at large |t| are important as well.
We show that, while the contribution from secondary reggeons is negligible at the LHC, the
inclusion of the Odderon is mandatory, even for the description of pp scattering alone. To make
our analyzis complete, we include in our fits p¯p data as well.
Simplicity and efficiency are the main reasons why the model of Donnachie and Landshoff
(DL) [2] is so popular and useful. A supercritical Pomeron term, appended with non-leading
(secondary) Reggeon contributions, with linear Regge trajectories describes elastic scattering data
in a wide range of energies at small −t. Due to this simplicity it can be used also as a part of
more complicated inelastic reactions, whenever Regge-factorization holds. An extension of the DL
model and fit can be found in Ref. [3].
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Any extension of this model should include:
• The dip-bump structure typical to high-energy diffractive processes;
• Non-linear Regge trajectories;
• Possible Odderon (odd-C asymptotic Regge exchange),and be
• Compatible with s− and t− channel unitarity;
The first attempt to describe high-energy diffraction, in particular the appearance of the char-
acteristic dip-bump structure in the differential cross sections, was made by Chou and Yang in
Ref. [4], in which the distribution of matter in the nuclei was assumed to follow that of the
electric charge (form factors). The original “geometrical” Chou and Young model [4] qualitatively
reproduces the t dependence of the differential cross sections in elastic scattering, however it does
not contain any energy dependence, subsequently introduced by means of Regge-pole models.
A particularly efficient parametrization of dip was suggested by Phillips and Barger in 1973 [5],
right after its first observation at the ISR. Their formula reads
dσ
dt
= |
√
A exp(Bt/2) +
√
C exp(Dt/2 + iφ)|2, (1)
where A, B, C, D and φ are determined independently at each energy.
We suggest a simple model that can be used as a handle in studying diffraction at the LHC. It
combines the simplicity of the above models approach, and goes beyond their limitations. Being
flexible, it can be modified according to the experimental needs or theoretical prejudice of its
user and can be considered as the “minimal model” of high-energy scattering while its flexibility
gives room for various generalizations/modifications or further developments (e.g. unitarization,
inclusion of spin degrees of freedom etc.).
In this paper, we consider the spinless case of the invariant high-energy scattering amplitude,
A (s, t), where s and t are the usual Mandelstam variables. The basic assumptions of the model
are:
α(0)\C + -
> 1 P O
< 1 f ω
Table 1: Relative contribution
of reggeons to amplitude.
1. The scattering amplitude is a sum of four terms, two
asymptotic (Pomeron (P) and Odderon (O)), shown in the second
row of Table 1, and two non-asymptotic ones or secondary Regge
pole contributions (third row in the same Table).
Viewed vertically, P and f (second column) have positive C-
parity, thus entering in the scattering amplitude with the same
sign in pp and p¯p scattering, while the Odderon and ω (third column) have negative C-parity,
thus entering pp and p¯p scattering with opposite signs, as shown below:
A (s, t)p¯ppp = AP (s, t) + Af (s, t)± [Aω (s, t) + AO (s, t)] , (2)
where the symbols P, f, O, ω stand for the relevant Regge-pole amplitudes and the su-
per(sub)script, evidently, indicate p¯p(pp) scattering with the relevant choice of the signs in the sum
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(2). This sum can be extended by adding more Reggeons, whose role may become increasingly
important towards lower energies; their contribution can be effectively absorbed by f and ω [6].
2. We treat the Odderon, the C-odd counterpart of the Pomeron on equal footing, differing
by its C− parity and the values of its parameters (to be fitted to the data). We examined also a
fit to pp scattering alone, without any Odderon contribution. The (negative) result is presented
in Sec. 4;
3. The main subject of our study is the Pomeron, and it is a double pole, or DP [7, 8]) lying
on a nonlinear trajectory, whose intercept is slightly above one. This choice is motivated by the
unique properties of the DP: it produces logarithmically rising total cross sections at unit Pomeron
intercept. By letting αP (0) > 1, we allow for a faster rise of the total cross section
1, although
the intercept is about half that in the DL model since the double pole (or dipole) itself drives the
rise in energy. Due to its geometric form (see below) the DP reproduces itself against unitarity
(eikonal) corrections. As a consequence, these corrections are small, and one can use the model at
the “Born level” without complicated (and ambiguous) unitarity (rescattering) corrections. DP
combines the properties of Regge poles and of the geometric approach, initiated by Chou and
Yang, see [4].
Higher order (triple) multipoles and their interpretation as a finite-rang ladder diagram can
be found in Ref. [10].
4. Regge trajectories are non-linear complex functions. In a limited range and with limited
precision, they can be approximated by linear trajectories (which is a common practice, reasonable
when non-linear effects can be neglected). This nonlinearity is manifest e.g. as the “break” i.e.
a change the slope ∆B ≈ 2 GeV2 around t ≈ −0.1 GeV2 and at large |t|, beyond the second
maximum, |t| > 2 GeV2, where the cross section flattens and the trajectories are expected to
slowdown logarithmically.
A simple mechanism of the diffractive dip-bump structure combining geometrical features and
Regge behavior was suggested in Ref. [7]. In that model, the dip is generated by the Pomeron
contribution. The relevant Pomeron is a double pole arises from the interference between this
dipole with a simple one, it is accompanied by. The dip-bump in the model shows correct dynamics,
that is it develops from a shoulder, progressively deepening in the ISR energy region. As energy
increases further, the dip is filled by the Odderon contribution. At low energies the contribution
from non-leading, “secondary” Reggeons is also present.
Physically, the components of the Pomeron have the following interpretation: the first term
in Eq. (7) is a Gaussian in the impact parameter representation, while the second term contains
absorption corrections generating the dip.
The dipole Pomeron produces logarithmically rising total cross sections and nearly constant
ratio of σel/σtot at unit Pomeron intercept, αP (0) = 1. While a mild, logarithmic increase of σtot
does not contradict the data, the rise of the ratio σel/σtot beyond the SPS energies requires a
supercritical DP intercept, αP (0) = 1 + δ, where δ is a small parameter αP (0) ≈ 0.05. Thus DP
is about “twice softer” then that of Donnachie-Landshoff [2], in which αP (0) ≈ 0.08.
In spite of a great varieties of models for high-energy diffraction (for a recent review see [1]),
1A supercritical Pomeron trajectory, αP (0) > 1 in the DP is required by the observed rise of the ratio σel/σtot,
or, equivalently, departure form geometrical scaling [9].
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only a few of them attempted to attack the complicated and delicate mechanism of the diffraction
structure. In the 80-ies and early 90-ies, DP was fitted to the ISR, SPS and Tevatron data, see
[11, 12, 10] and [9] for earlier references. Now we find it appropriate to revise the state of the
art in this field, to update the earlier fits, analyze the ongoing measurements at the LHC and/or
make further predictions. We revise the existing estimates of the Pomeron contribution to the
cross sections as a functions of s and t and argue that while the contribution from non-leading
trajectories in the nearly forward region is negligible (smaller than the experimental uncertainties),
the Odderon may be important, especially in the non-forward direction.
2 The model
We use the normalization:
dσ
dt
=
pi
s2
|A(s, t)|2 and σtot = 4pi
s
ℑmA(s, t)
∣∣∣
t=0
. (3)
Neglecting spin dependence, the invariant proton(antiproton)-proton elastic scattering amplitude
is that of Eq. (2). The secondary Reggeons are parametrized in a standard way [3, 6], with linear
Regge trajectories and exponential residua, where R denotes f or ω - the principal non-leading
contributions to pp or p¯p scattering:
AR (s, t) = aRe
−ipiαR(t)/2ebRt
(
s/s0
)αR(t)
, (4)
with αf (t) = 0.70+0.84t and αω (t) = 0.43+0.93t; the values of other parameters of the Reggeons
are quoted in Tables 3, 4, 5.
As argued in the Introduction, the Pomeron is a dipole in the j−plane
AP (s, t) =
d
dαP
[
e−ipiαP /2G(αP )
(
s/s0
)αP ]
= (5)
e−ipiαP (t)/2
(
s/s0
)αP (t)[
G′(αP ) +
(
L− ipi/2
)
G(αP )
]
.
Since the first term in squared brackets determines the shape of the cone, one fixes
G′(αP ) = −aP ebP [αP−1], (6)
where G(αP ) is recovered by integration, and, as a consequence, the Pomeron amplitude Eq. (5)
can be rewritten in the following “geometrical” form (for the details of the calculations see [9] and
references therein)
AP (s, t) = i
aP s
bP s0
[r21(s)e
r2
1
(s)[αP−1] − εP r22(s)er
2
2
(s)[αP−1]], (7)
where r21(s) = bP + L− ipi/2, r22(s) = L− ipi/2, L ≡ ln(s/s0).
The main features of the nonlinear trajectories are: 1) presence of a threshold singularity
required by t−channel unitarity and responsible for the change of the slope in the exponential
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cone (the so-called “break”) near t = −0.1 GeV2 [13], and 2) logarithmic asymptotic behavior
providing for a power fall-off of the cross sections in the “hard” region [14]. The combination of
theses properties is however not unique, see [8].
We examine representative examples of the Pomeron trajectories, namely: 1) Linear Eq. (TR.1);
2) With a square-root threshold, Eq. (TR.2), required by t−channel unitarity and accounting for
the small-t “break” [13], as well as the possible “Orear”, e
√
−t behavior in the second cone; and
3) A logarithmic one, Eq. (TR.3) anticipating possible “hard effects” at large |t| (in fact, our fits
(see below) do not show the expected large-t logarithmic regime in the transition region |t| < 8
GeV2.
αP ≡ αP (t) = 1 + δP + α1P t, (TR.1)
αP ≡ αP (t) = 1 + δP + α1P t− α2P
(√
4α23P − t− 2α3P
)
, (TR.2)
αP ≡ αP (t) = 1 + δP − α1P ln (1− α2P t) . (TR.3)
Alternatives choices for the nonlinear trajectories and fits can be found e.g. in [15].
An important property of the DP Eq. (7) is the presence of absorptions, quantified by the
value of the parameter εP in Eq. (7); this property, together with the non-linear nature of the
trajectories, justifies the neglect of the rescattering corrections. More details can be found e.g. in
Ref. [9].)
The unknown Odderon contribution is assumed to be of the same form as that of the Pomeron,
Eqs. (5), (7), apart from different values of adjustable parameters (labeled by the subscript “O”).
Also only one trajectory of type (TR.1) is considered for the Odderon.
AO(s, t) =
aO s
bO s0
[r21O(s)e
r2
1O(s)[αO−1]], (8)
The adjustable parameters are: δP , αiP , aP , bP , εP for the Pomeron and δO, αiO, aO, bO for the
Odderon. The results of the fitting procedure is presented below.
3 Fitting strategy
The model contains from 14 to 16 parameters (depending on the choice of the trajectories) to be
fitted to 1024 data points simultaneously in s and t. By a straightforward minimization one has
little chances to find the solution, because of possible correlations between different contribution
and the parameters, including the P − f and O − ω mixing and the unbalanced role of different
contributions/data points. Although we apply the best global fit (minimal χ2) as a formal criterion
for the valid description, we are primarily interested in the dip region, critical for the identification
of the Pomeron and the Odderon. As mentioned in the Introduction, we perform also a fit to pp
data alone, see Subsection 4.1, to see whether the observed dynamics of dip can be reproduced
by the Pomeron alone. The contribution to the global χ2 from tiny effects, such as the small-|t|
“break” in the first (and second) cone, possible oscillations in the slope of the cone(s) etc. should
not corrupt the study of the dynamics in the dip-bump region.
The following kinematical regions and relevant datasets were involved in the fitting procedure:
23, 32, 45, 53, 62 GeV for pp scattering [17, 18, 19, 20] and 31, 53, 62, 546, 630, 1800 GeV
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for p¯p scattering [21, 22, 23, 24]. These datasets were compiled in a single one in [25]. The
differential elastic scattering cross sections were further constrained to cover momentum transfer
range |t| =0.1 — 8 GeV2.
To avoid false χ2 minima, we proceed step-by-step. We start with a fit to the to the forward
data: the total cross section and the ratio ρ = ℜeA(s, t = 0)/ℑmA(s, t = 0) with the Pomeron
contribution alone, by assuming that the contribution from the Odderon is small and no absorption
in the Pomeron amplitude, εP = 0. The forward data are sensitive only to the parameters like
aP , δp, therefore we fit them at first. Using obtained values of the parameters as an initial point
we proceed with the fitting of the pp and p¯p differential cross sections data in the first cone
|t| < 0.5 GeV2, thus applying further constraints on previously mentioned parameters, bP and
αiP . These fits give satisfactory description (χ
2/NDF ≈ 1.5) of the total cross sections, ratios
of real to imaginary part of the forward amplitude and of the first cone in both pp and p¯p cases
for each energy. To describe the second cone and the dip-bump structure, we fit the εP and the
Pomeron’s trajectory parameters: αiP . Next we assume that a shelf, which is clearly seen in pp¯
data at 546 and 630 GeV, is generated by the Odderon. Since there is no information about
Odderon’s structure we fit all its parameters simultaneously, but fixing the Pomeron. After these
steps to polish out the minimum we release all parameters of the primary reggeons and add the
secondary regeons for the final fit.
To find the best set of parameters we minimize a combined χ2 = χ2tot + χ
2
ρ + χ
2
pp + χ
2
pp¯ using
the MINUIT [26] code. The obtained minimal value of χ2 for the model with trajectory (TR.1)
corresponds to χ2/NDF = 3. Details of the fit results for different trajectories are summarized
in Tables (3,4,5).
We performed an error analysis on estimated values of the model parameters, namely we
propagated the experimental uncertainties of the measured quantities into uncertainties of the
parameters. Using the estimated parameters errors we propagated them into an uncertainty on
predicted cross sections at the LHC energies. We sample a sufficiently large number of predicted
cross sections with different values of model parameters drawn from a gaussian distribution with
mean values equal to the nominal values of the parameters values and variances equal to their
uncertainties.
Finally we note that a the best fit to the data does not necessarily implies the best physical
model. For example, the includion of spin [27] may affect any seemingly perfect fit to the data. In
our opinion, such a minimization procedure improves our understanding of the physical meaning
of each term introduced phenomenologically in the amplitude.
4 Results
4.1 Fits without the Odderon
To check the role of the Odderon, we first fit only pp scattering without any Odderon (that is
supposed to fill the dip in p¯p). The best fit is shown in Figs 1 (a,b), demonstrating that, while
the Pomeron appended with sub-leading reggeons reproduces the dip for several energies, namely
45, 53, 62 GeV, it fails otherwise (we remind that the deepening of dip is not monotonic: after
6
the minimum at
√
s ≈ 35 GeV the trend gets reversed). The presence of the Odderon seems
inevitable. Henceforth we use the complete amplitude Eq. (2), including the Odderon.
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Figure 1: (a) Total pp cross section calculated in the model, Eqs. (2-8, TR.1), without the
Odderon term and fitted to the data in the range
√
s = 5 — 30 TeV; (b) Differential pp cross
sections calculated in model, Eqs. (2-8, TR.1), without the Odderon term and fitted to the data
in the range −t = 0.1 — 8 GeV2.
4.2 Elastic cross sections and dip-bump at the LHC
Figure 2 (a) shows the pp and p¯p total elastic scattering cross section calculated in model with the
parameters presented in Table 3. On this plot yellow band represents statistical uncertainties on
the calculated values of the total cross section. Figure 2 (b) shows the ratio of the real to imaginary
part of the forward amplitude. The model with a linear trajectory sufficiently well describes the
forward quantities in a wide range of collision energies for pp and p¯p. Different choices of the
Pomeron trajectory give similar description of the data. The values of parameters fitted with
different trajectory forms are summarized in Tables 3,4,5. Figures 3 (a,b) show the fitted p¯p and
pp differential elastic scattering cross sections. The model reasonably describe both reactions with
slight excess around the dip region at
√
s =23 GeV for pp scattering and small deviations for |t| >
1 GeV2 in p¯p. In Figure 4 predictions for three different center of mass energies are shown. The
yellow area exhibits the statistical uncertainty on the calculations, described earlier. Calculations
are characterized by an approximately exponential fall-off in range 0 < |t| < 8 GeV2, with the
slope change around −t ≈ 0.6 GeV2. The dip moved towards lower momentum transfer and
became almost filled by the Odderon contribution. Predictions on elastic scattering at the LHC
are summarized in the Table 2.
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Figure 2: (a) Total pp and p¯p cross sections calculated in model, Eqs. (2-8, TR.1), and fitted to
the data in the range
√
s = 5 — 30 TeV and 5 GeV — 1.8 TeV, respectively. (b) Ratio of the
real to imaginary part of the forward amplitude for pp and p¯p, calculated in model and fitted to
the data. The curves correspond to calculations with the parameters shown in Table (3).
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Figure 3: (a) p¯p differential cross sections calculated in model, Eqs. (2-8, TR.1), and fitted
to the data, and fitted to the data in the range −t = 0.1 — 8 GeV2. (b) pp differential cross
sections calculated in the model and fitted to the data. The curves present calculations with the
parameters shown in Table (3).
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Figure 4: Predictions for the pp differential cross section calculated in model, Eqs. (2-8, TR.1)
for three different LHC energies. Curves present calculations with the parameters shown in Table
(3). The width of the yellow band corresponds to the uncertainty in the cross sections, estimated
as described in Sec. 3.
4.3 Inelastic cross section σin(s) and the ratio σel/σtot
We calculate σel(s) by integration
σel =
∫ tmax
tmin
(dσ/dt dt), (9)
where formally tmin = −s/2 and tmax = tthreshold. Since the integral is saturated basically by the
first cone, we use tmax = 0 and tmin = −25 GeV2 (tmin = −3 GeV2 would do as well.) Next we
calculate σin(s) = σtot − σel The calculated ratios σel(s)/σtot(s) and σin(s)/σtot(s) are shown in
Figure 5 (a). Figure 5 (b) shows pp inelastic cross section. On that figure recent measurements
by ATLAS [30] and CMS [31] are also shown. The model is found to be in a good agreement with
p¯p and low energy pp data as well as with the the newest measurements at 7 TeV (not fitted).
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Figure 5: (a) The ratios σel
σtot
and σinel
σtot
calculated in model using the trajectory (TR.1). (b)
Predictions for the pp inelastic cross section calculated in model, Eq. (3). The curves correspond
to the calculations with the parameters quoted in Table (3).
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4.4 Local Nuclear Slope
Having fitted the parameters to the data on differential and total cross sections as well as on the
ratio ρ, we proceed to calculate the local slope
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Figure 6: pp and pp¯ slope B(s, t) calculated from the model, Eq. (5).
B(s, t) =
d
dt
(
ln
dσ(s, t)
dt
)
. (10)
It is a sensitive tool to investigate the fine structure of the cone.
The purpose of the present calculations of B(s, t) is to reproduce and predict the behavior of
the slope (usually not fitted) at different energies, including those of the LHC. We have calcu-
lated the local nuclear slope B(s, t) within the present model using the parameters from Table 3,
and compared it with the “experimental” local nuclear slope, obtained by an “overlapping bins”
procedure [28]. To calculate B(s, t), we use the approximate formula
B(s, t) =
1
2∆t
(dσ
dt
(s, t+∆t)− dσ
dt
(s, t−∆t))
dσ
dt
(s, t)
. (11)
The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 6. One can see that B(s, t) agrees with
the experimental data for 63 GeV pp and 1800 GeV p¯p. With increasing energy, the curvature
decreases and changes the sign when the energy exceeds ∼ 2 TeV.
4.5 Pomeron dominance at the LHC
A basic problem in studying the Pomeron is its identification i.e. its discrimination from other
contributions. We try to answer the important question: where (in s and in t) and to what extent
are the elastic data from the LHC dominated by the Pomeron contribution? The answer to this
question is of practical importance since, by Regge-factorization, it can be used in other diffractive
10
processes, such as diffraction dissociation. It is also of conceptual interest in our definition and
understanding of the phenomenon of high-energy diffraction. An earlier attempt to answer this
question was made in Ref.[29].
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Figure 7: (a) Relative importance of the non-leading (non-Pomeron) contributions R(s,t=0) to
the pp total cross-sections versus energy. (b) Relative importance of non-leading (non-Pomeron)
contribution R(s,t) to the pp differential cross-sections calculated versus t.
First we show the energy variation of the relative importance of the Pomeron with respect
to contributions from the secondary trajectories and the Odderon. In the case of the pp total
cross-section, we calculated the ratio:
R(s, t = 0) =
ℑm(A(s, t)−AP (s, t))
ℑA(s, t) , (12)
where the total scattering amplitude A includes the Pomeron contribution AP plus the contribution
from the secondary Reggeons and the Odderon. The results are shown in Fig. 7 (a).
We conclude that starting from the Tevatron energy region, the relative contribution of the
non-Pomeron terms to the total cross-section becomes smaller than the experimental uncertainty
and hence at higher energies they may be completely neglected, irrespective of the model used.
Such a discrimination (between Pomeron and non-Pomeron contributions) is more problematic
in the non-forward direction, where the real and imaginary parts of various components of the
scattering amplitude behave in a different way and the phase can not be controlled experimentally.
Similarly, we calculate the ratio for non-forward scattering (t 6= 1):
R(s, t) =
|(A(s, t)− AP (s, t)|2
|A(s, t)|2 . (13)
We have calculated this ratio for pp scattering at LHC energies within the framework of the
model. The results are shown in Fig. 7 (b), where R(s, t) is plotted versus |t| <1 GeV2 at the
energy equal to 14 TeV. The common feature of these results is that the Reggeons and the Odderon
contributions increase in the vicinity of the dip (shoulder in the case of pp scattering).
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5 Conclusions
The aim of the present paper was the identification of the Pomeron contribution at the LHC. This
was possible due to the simplicity of the model, which has the important property of reproducing
itself (approximately) against unitarity (absorption) corrections (for more details see [7, 11, 12]
and references therein).
We have presented the “minimal version” of the DP model. It can be further extended, refined
and improved, its basic features remaining intact. It should be remembered however that any
detailed study of diffraction should include also the poorly known spin effects [27]. They small in
the forward direction but may increase away from t = 0, thus affecting the details of any fit to
the data.
Further studies of the small-t curvature (the “break” or fine structure of the Pomeron), with
the Coulombic term added will reproduce (and predict) the behavior of elastic cross sections in
the Coulomb interference region, while the intermediate- and large-t behavior can be accounted
for by using a Pomeron trajectory with a logarithmic asymptotics.
We conclude that:
1. A single shallow dip (in fact, a break) is expected in the elastic differential cross section at
the LHC, followed by a smooth behavior in t.
2. The Odderon is indispensable in the description of elastic scattering. Its relative contribu-
tion, small in the forward direction, increases away from t = 0, becoming particularly important
in the dip-bump region.
3. The contribution from the non-leading (secondary) Regge trajectories can be neglected in
the kinematic region of the LHC measurements. Their relative contribution as a function of s and
t has been quantified in Sec. 4.5 Figs. 7.
4. To summarize, our predictions for the LHC are:
σtot (mb) σel (mb) σinel (mb)
σel
σtot
ρ
7 TeV 98± 1 26 72 0.27 0.16
14 TeV 111± 2 32 79 0.29 0.16
B (t = 0.1) GeV−2 B (t = 0.3) GeV−2 −tmin GeV2
7 TeV 19.2 19.6 0.65
14 TeV 20.4 20.9 0.60
Table 2: Predictions for total elastic, inelastic pp cross sections, local slope and the position of
the diffractive minimum calculated in model with the parameters presented in Table (3).
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Pomeron Odderon Reggeons
aP 262 aO 0.088 −af 12.6
bP [GeV
−2] 8.4 bO [GeV
−2] 14.2 bf [GeV
−2] 4.4
δP 0.05 δO 0.17 − −
α1P 0.44 α1O 0.043 aω 8.2
εP 0.015 εO 0. bω [GeV
−2] 23.8
sP [GeV
2] 100 sO [GeV
2] 100 s0 [GeV
2] 1
σtot, σρ,
dσpp
dt
, dσpp¯
dt
χ2/NDF 3.2
Table 3: Fitted parameters of the model with trajectory TR.1.
Pomeron Odderon Reggeons
aP 253 aO 0.11 −af 12.4
bP [GeV
−2] 8.4 bO [GeV
−2] 14 bf [GeV
−2] 4.0
δP 0.05 δO 0.16 − −
α1P 0.41 α1O 0.046 aω 8.0
α2P [GeV
−1] 3.34 α2O [GeV
−2] − bω [GeV−2] 15.4
α3P [GeV
2] 0.14 − − − −
εP 0.017 εO − − −
sP [GeV
2] 100 sO [GeV
2] 100 s0 [GeV
2] 1
σtot, σρ,
dσpp
dt
, dσpp¯
dt
χ2/NDF 3.1
Table 4: Fitted parameters of the model with trajectory TR.2.
Pomeron Odderon Reggeons
aP 258 aO 0.0386 −af 12.4
bP [GeV
−2] 8.6 bO [GeV
−2] 20.8 bf [GeV
−2] 4.3
δP 0.05 δO 0.16 − −
α1P 1.33 · 104 α1O 8.86 · 103 aω 8.1
α2P [GeV
−2] 3.2 · 10−5 α2O [GeV−2] 3.66 · 10−6 bω [GeV−2] 282.3
εP 0.02 εO 0.47 − −
sP [GeV
2] 100 sO [GeV
2] 100 s0 [GeV
2] 1
σtot, σρ,
dσpp
dt
, dσpp¯
dt
χ2/NDF 3.08
Table 5: Fitted parameters of the model with trajectory TR.3.
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